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Executive Summary 

This report summarizes the content of the second Expert Workshop held in Frankfurt the 8th-9th of 
October 2018.  

This is the second workshop of a series of Expert Workshops we set along the project lifetime to gather 

all the possible insights and knowledge (mainly from near communities and industrial 

representatives) to (i) evaluate best-practices established in near and mature domains and (ii) identify 

current showstoppers that could arise in the robotics domain. This understanding is necessary to 

make sure that Open Calls will be prepared to provide concrete answers to the community, to finally 

overcome identified showstoppers and secure broad adoption. 

This report summarizes the contribution of each expert: the content of the presentation the expert 
made during the workshop and presents the result of the discussions. Finally, we provide a synthesis 
of the expert’s recommendations for RobMoSys. 
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1 Introduction 

Transparency, openness, reactivity, and relevance are, among others, all very important behaviours 
for a project like RobMoSys, that depends to a large extent on contributions by the community, and 
acceptance of its outcomes by the same community and beyond. Hence, it is of the utmost 
importance that the Open Calls instrument of the project is used in the most effective way possible, 
and the strategy to realise this is to let the core team prepare the Calls together with a selected group 
of motivated and committed community members, each with a specific set of expertise and 
experience. 

We call this group our “Tier 1” of community interaction, and we dedicate a part of the project efforts 
on getting these experts together in face-to-face workshops, and on getting their constructively 
critical comments on Call ideas, before we reach out to the whole community 

Tier-1 Experts Workshops allow to systematically gather requirements and recommendations helping 
project team members to: 

(i) Define the specifications of the Open Calls, 
(ii) Monitor and assess the results of the Open Calls, and  
(iii) Promote strategies for dissemination and exploitation. 

This RobMoSys deliverable reports the second Tier-1 Experts workshop, held in Frankfurt the 8th-9th 
of October 2018, which is focused on gathering all the possible insights and knowledge to make sure 
that the Second Open Call will be prepared to provide concrete answers to the community, to finally 
overcome identified showstoppers and secure broad adoption. 

For this second workshop, the Consortium invited experts, from relevant related domains, with a 
strong standardization, robotics open-source and industrial background, namely: 

 Geoff Pegman (R.U. Robots), 

 Victor Mayoral (Acutronic Robotics), 

 Gurvinder Singh Virk (InnoTecUK), 

 Eva Coscia (Holonix), 

 Markus Klotzbücher 

To prepare the workshop, each Expert discussed in an individual teleconference with the Consortium 
the general objectives of RobMoSys and the particular mission we were about to give to them. In order 
to set the context, the Consortium presented the following questionnaire:  

 

Sustainability. We have an idea of how to make it sustainable via Eclipse and how to link to other 
communities like OPC UA... 

 what do you think are key success factors for achieving sustainability and for achieving take-
up? 

 do you have positive or negative examples and do you have backed insights why these 
examples are positive / negative? 

 what do you think can work / can not work for RobMoSys? 

 what kinds of means do we need to ramp up? 

Links to other communities 

 how can we achieve a better link to outside communities? E.g. validation / verification, 
Industry 4.0, Mixed Criticality, Software Engineering, among others? 

 what organisations (industrial, academic, RTO-based, etc.) that already offer community-
access to relevant robotics platforms, would be of your strong preference to build synergies 
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with around Pilot cases? 

 which are relevant other outside communities? 

Involvement and take up of industry and step change 

 how can we reach SMEs? What are their needs? How can we enable / support them to 
participate / to assist to ramp up the ecosystem? 

 which of the RobMoSys technical user stories are the ones with the biggest wow-effect? 

 which of these should we thus have addressed within RobMoSys? 

 which of these are most interesting and most relevant for illustrating the step change? 

 which aspects of the pilots are most suited to establish a link to industry? 

 what metrics would you suggest to measure the success of the RobMoSys approach? 

Digital data sheet 

 how to describe building blocks with a digital data sheet such that you know what you get 
and how to use it? 

 how to generate trust into descriptions, e.g. via testing, simulation, ... 

 how to ramp up activities for a digital data sheet? 

 

The agenda of the workshop was as follows: 

Oct 8, 2018 

10:00 to 10:15 Welcome 

10:15 to 11:15 Session 1: RobMoSys Overview 

 Introduction to RobMoSys – H. Espinoza (CEA) 

 Technical Vision and Current Status – C. Schlegel (HSU) 

 Vision for Community Building – S. Bieller (EUnited) 

11:15 to 13:00 Session 2: Presentations by Tier-1 Experts 

Presentations from Experts, focused on the scope of the meeting: Industrial 

Applications and Community Building based on the experts unique insights and 

background. – Geoff Pegman (R.U. Robots), Victor Mayoral (Acutronic Robotics), 

Gurvinder Singh Virk (InnoTecUK), Eva Coscia (Holonix), Markus Klotzbücher 

13:00 to 14:00 LUNCH TIME 

14:00 to 15:30 Session 3: Brainstorming 

Brainstorming and Structured Discussion about RobMoSys Industrial Applications 

and Community Building and how to improve the success of the Second Call  – 

Chairs: C. Schlegel (HSU), H. Bruyninckx (KUL), H. Espinoza (CEA) 

15:30 to 16:00 BREAK 

16:00 to 17:30 Session 4: Structured Contributions 

Team working to elaborate a structured document where each expert fills in his 

most relevant insights and statements – Chairs: C. Schlegel (HSU), H. Bruyninckx 

(KUL), H. Espinoza (CEA) 
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Oct 9, 2018 

 9:00 to 9:30 Summary of previous day feedback – C. Schlegel (HSU) 

9:30 to 10:30 Session 5a: Structured Contributions regarding RobMoSys Call II 

Team working to elaborate relevant insights and statements about the 

preparation of the second RobMoSys Call – Chairs: C. Schlegel (HSU), H. 

Bruyninckx (KUL) 

10:30 to 11:00 BREAK 

11:00 to 12:30 Session 5b: Structured Contributions regarding RobMoSys Call II 

Continuation of team working to elaborate relevant insights and statements 

about the preparation of the second RobMoSys Call – Chairs: C. Schlegel (HSU), 

H. Bruyninckx (KUL) 

12:30 to 13:30 LUNCH TIME 

 

As part of the brainstorming sessions during the workshop, a number of ideas have been highlighted 
(See Figure 1), which are used in this report to summarize their recommendations (see Section 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Some brainstorming notes from the workshop. 

 

In the remaining sections of this report, we summarize the contribution of each expert: the content of 
the presentation the expert made during the workshop and presents the result of the discussions, in 
response to the questionnaire. Finally, we provide a synthesis of the expert’s recommendations for 
RobMoSys. 
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2 Experts Contributions 

This section summarizes the main inputs from Tier-1 experts from their presentations during the 
workshop. Detailed reports are provided in Annex A. 

 

2.1 Geoff Pegman, Managing Director, R U Robots Limited 

Geoff Pegman has a successful track record of developing new automation and robotics applications 
for over 30 years. He has considerable experience of developing hard real-time systems. Geoff spun 
out 7 hi-tech SMEs and has good links to robotics community and end-users. 

Geoff presented a personal view on what should be the key success factors for RobMoSys. These are: 

 Demonstration of reliability in hard use cases, in particular in realistic scenarios. 

 Good dissemination on capabilities and ease of use 

 Take-up, particularly by students 

 Key lead customers, such as for example Aerospace or  Medical 

 Clear benefits statement 

 Accessible repository 

 Realistic license terms 

He recommended to establish strong links with trade bodies and ERF. He also recommended to define 
first high level challenges and to build a co-creation space with the robotics community. 

In addition, Geoff focused on identifying the SME needs the RobMoSys consortium must focus. 
Regarding end user SMEs (such as integrators), he mentioned that they could not care less about 
technologies and they need robust and easy to use flexible tools and systems. With regard to 
developer SMEs (such as robotic software developers), they need high availability of functionality and 
components, stability of the software and tool assets, requirements traceability, ease of use as well, 
and to get cost effective solutions. 

Important recommendations by Geoff addressed how to reach SMEs. This includes to look for large 
RobMoSys end users, since they advocate for more users and start a multiplying effect. Geoff 
suggested to search incubators and accelerators for RobMoSys early adoption and to be involved in 
key DIHs (Digital Innovation Hubs). 

As part of the wow-factor aspects, he proposed to focus on robotics Manipulation functionalities, safe 
and reliable human-robot collaboration (since it has many open issues MDE can improve) and target 
high application flexibility (real-time edit and build of designs). 

Finally, regarding the digital Data Sheet concept, he suggested to create lots of use case examples, 
and address in particular timing requirements. 

 

2.2 Victor Mayoral, CTO, Acutronics 

Victor Mayoral Vilches works as CTO at Acutronic Robotics, a branch of the Swiss company. He is also 
a co-founder and advisor at Alias Robotics in Spain. As member of the Spanish National Robotics 
Committee, Victor Vilches is experienced in robotics and AI. 

Victor focused his presentation on specific technical concepts of particular interest for RobMoSys 
related to system integration and modularity in robotics using ROS.  

He argues that while many approaches (middleware and MDE approaches) already deal with best 
practices in software engineering, when we come with system integration, new problems arise 
beyond programming. His team use modularity as the core concept to address system integration.  
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Figure 2 describes the main principle advocated by Victor. 

 

Figure 2: Modular approach for building robots promoted by Acutronic Robotics. 

 

Victor argues that modular robots promise interoperability and ease of re-purposing. When followed, 
the integration effort is removed and the critical section reduced significantly. However, although the 
process of building robots, and particularly, the integration of new robot modules is simplified, the 
task of programming robots remains cumbersome. New modules, although interoperate, need to be 
introduced in the logic of the system manually. This implies that for each module addition or 
modification, a complete review of the logic that governs the behaviour of such robot will need to 
happen. In other words, the adaptation capabilities of these systems are still limited. 

Further information about Acutronic work on modular robotics can be found in: 

[1] Mayoral, V., Kojcev, R., Etxezarreta, N., Hernández, A., & Zamalloa, I. (2018). Towards self-
adaptable robots: from programming to training machines. arXiv preprint arXiv: 1802.04082. 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/ 1802.04082.pdf 

[2] Mayoral, V., Kojcev, R., Hernández, A., Zamalloa, I., Bilbao, A.. (2018, August).Modular And 
Self-Adaptable (MASA) strategy for building robots. In Adaptive Hardware and Systems 
(AHS), 2018 NASA/ ESA Conference. 

Acutronic has been working in the evaluation of ROS 2.0 communications for real-time robotic 
applications. They have measured the end-to-end latencies of ROS 2.0 communications using 
different DDS middleware implementations in different stress conditions. The results showed that a 
proper real-time configuration of the ROS 2.0 framework and DDS threads reduces greatly the jitter 
and worst case latencies. Based on their results, we conclude that it seems possible to achieve firm 
and soft real-time Ethernet communications with mixed-critical traffic by using the Linux Network 
Stack but not hard real-time due to the observed limitations. In future work, they will evaluate several 
methods to limit the network and CPU usage. Also, they will evaluate the impact of non-critical traffic 
from another ROS 2.0 node in the same process or from the same node.  

Further information on this work can be found in the following papers: 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/
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[3] Gutiérrez, C. S. V., Juan, L. U. S., Ugarte, I. Z., & Vilches, V. M. (2018). Time-Sensitive 
Networking for robotics. arXiv preprint arXiv:1804.07643. 

[4] Gutiérrez, C. S. V., Juan, L. U. S., Ugarte, I. Z., & Vilches, V. M. (2018). Real-time Linux 
communications: an evaluation of the Linux communication stack for real-time robotic 
applications. arXiv preprint arXiv:1808.10821. 

[5] Gutiérrez, C. S. V., Juan, L. U. S., Ugarte, I. Z., & Vilches, V. M. (2018). Towards a distributed 
and real-time framework for robots: Evaluation of ROS 2.0 communications for real-time 
robotic applications. arXiv preprint arXiv:1809.02595. 

[6] Gutiérrez, C. S. V., Juan, L. U. S., Ugarte, I. Z., Goenaga, I. M., Kirschgens, L. A., & Vilches, 
V. M. (2018). Time Synchronization in modular collaborative robots. arXiv preprint arXiv: 
1809.07295. 

As a conclusion, Victor strongly encourages to use modular/compositional approaches to enable easy 
system integrations tasks and the use of ROS 2.0 as a main enabler to achieve real-time 
communications. Part of this work is being developed in other initiatives: ROS 2 working groups, and 
EU projects: micro-ROS and the HRIM project (ROSin’s Focused Technical Project - FTP), in which 
Victor participates. 

 

2.3 Gurvinder Singh Virk, Technical Director, InnoTecUK 

Gurvinder Singh Virk has an extensive leadership experience in robotics industry and academy. This 
includes 30+ years R&D experience and major UK national and international collaborations. He is 
coordinator of the EC Network on Excellence on Climbing and walking robots for 10 years. He also has 
a major role in robot standardization (ISO/IEC and Europe): ISO TC299/ WG2 Chairman: Personal care 
robot safety, 2006-2016; IEC SC62A & ISO TC299 JWG5 Chairman: Medical robot safety; ISO TC299/ 
WG6 Chairman: Modularity of service robots; ISO TC299/ SG1 Chairman: Gaps and structure, 2017; 
euRobotics Topic Group Standardisation Coordinator for H2020. 

Gurvinder started by summarizing the core aspects he deem RobMoSys should focus: 

 Organising models, tools, and software components for maximizing inter-operability issues 
in (complex) robot systems 

 Usage scenarios and concrete examples for safety analysis for composable scenarios 

 Sustainability via realizing effective robot modularity methodology for improving 
affordability, ease in customisation 

 Links to other stakeholder communities for real-world demonstrators, involvement and take 
up of industries. 

He stressed the changing scenario in the robotics world from robots designed to operate in work-cells 
separated from humans for safety reasons, towards robots in hazardous environments, in close 
collaboration with humans, even in industrial applications (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Changing world of Robotics 

Among the different activities Gurvinder is involved, he mentioned WG6 on Modularity for Service 
Robots, as particular relevant for RobMoSys. The scope of this initiative is to formulate robot 
modularity guidelines from hardware and software perspectives. He advocates open modularity as 
the way forward. Closed supply chain markets have existed for many years (Figure 4). Modularity is 
able to define open basic principles such as inter-changeability at the interface (“open wires and 
closed boxes”); hardware connectivity and functionality; and software structuring, interfacing and 
overall operation. Open modularity improves the cost-efficiency balance, by enhancing rather than 
re-inventing (H/W and S/W), and by designing/assembling rather than designing/prototyping. 

 

Figure 4: Open modularity in Robotics 

 

2.4 Eva Coscia, R&I Director, Holonix s.r.l. 

Eva Coscia works in European Research projects since 2000 (as technical responsible, project PM, 
coordinator…), in the domains of ICT for manufacturing, Smart factories, Smart Agriculture, using 
technologies such as IOT, CPS, Big Data, Industrie 4.0. She is interested on open innovation & co-
creation methodologies and tools; Digital platforms for Industry. She was also consultant for DG-
RESEARCH on e-Government/e-Procurement. 

To create the RobMoSys ecosystem and make it self-sustainable, Eva recommended to: 
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 Make the access to RobMoSys assets simple: express in easy language what the platform 
offers; by intuitive matchmaking 

 Start from the business model 
o Selling points for all roles in the value chain 
o Clarify who are the: the owners of platforms who control their intellectual property 

and governance; providers who serve as the platforms’ interface with users; 
producers who create their offerings; and consumers who use those offerings 

 Engage early adopters (beside the OC winners?)and refine the business modes based on their 
feedback 

 Create success stories out of the Open Calls experiments 

She provided some positive examples : 

 FI-WARE community: catalogue of components, domain agnostic, maintained by a 
community 

 Negative: not all GEs having the same quality; certification mechanism missing 

Eva proposed some kinds of means to ramp up: 

 Adopters 

 Working matchmaking between offer and demand (see example in slides presented at 
European Robotics Forum 2017, Edinburgh 

 WOW Pilots; real application cases; with quantification of cost and time for set up 

She proposed some links to other communities: 

 EFFRA 

 Connected factories_ https://www.effra.eu/connectedfactories. The ConnectedFactories 
project establishes a structured overview of available and upcoming technological 
approaches and best practices. The project identifies present and future needs, as well as 
challenges, of the manufacturing industries. 

 i4MS – Horse project 

 Identify principles and approaches that can be sold outside the robotics domains (e.g.: 
certification, data sheets for component description, predictability of failures on monitored 
assets) 

Other links: 

 ECSEL: Electronic Components and Systems (PPP) 

 Digitising European Industry (DEI): https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/blog/digitising-
european-industry-what-going  

 Digital Industrial Platforms:  

 National intiatives and DIHs 

Eva suggested to approach SMEs by means of: 

 Needs: reduce the «customisation» time/effort; quantify the benefits 

 Main obstacles: cost, complexity&skills, trust 

 Other barriers: IPR protection, data sovereignty, mistrust («what comes from other sectors, 
cannot fit my needs», 

Finally, she suggested to focus on the following robotics applications: 

 Human-Robot cooperation 

 Failure prediction; Maintenance optimisation 

https://www.effra.eu/connectedfactories
https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/blog/digitising-european-industry-what-going
https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/blog/digitising-european-industry-what-going
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2.5 Markus Klotzbücher, Freelancer in Robotics. 

Markus is a freelancing Software Architect & Developer with background in embedded, distributed 
and real-time systems, as well as on DSLs for coordination of real-time robots. He was a Platform 
Manager and Team lead Embedded Software at Kistler Instrumente, Winterthur. He has a strong 
background with the uMF micro modelling framework and microblx function blocks for robotics. 

Markus described the Yocto project launched in 2010 as a typical example of sustainability and take 
up. This project provides interoperable tools, metadata, and processes that enable the rapid, 
repeatable development of Linux-based embedded systems. In 2018, this project is actively 
developed, widely used, backed (and funded) by numerous industrial players, and with a strong 
community. What did Yocto get right? 

The main success factors for sustainability of Yocto are: 

 It provides added value to each role 

 It lowers the entry barrier 

 It has high quality documentation 

 It limits the (perceived) lock in, GUIs optional 

 It has a strong technical lead 

This was sufficient to build a user community! 

To get sustainability, Yocto: 

 Support paying memberships 

 It is part of Linux foundation 

 It has full time core developers (“evangelists”) 

Markus believes these success factors can be applied to RobMoSys. In particular, he consider that 
RobMoSys has the following strengths: 

 Well defined vision and goals 

 Good understanding of mission and stakeholders 

 First tools in place, more on the way 

 Added value will be shown via pilot cases 

Markus observes that this strengths address the managers, but it must also convince the “boots on 
the ground”. 

More concretely, he thinks that RobMoSys must focus on the following aspects to improve take up: 

 The project must make clear where are the models, and what can users do with them. 

 RobMoSys should differentiate project vs. product marketing 

 For instance, he suggests to create: http://models.robmosys.eu as an entry point for potential 
users, ramp up action for digital data-sheet and simulation and testing results (focused on 
improving trust). 

 RobMoSys must provide a quickstart: demonstrate (not illustrate!) value to user in 15 minutes 
on own robot. For instance, create a biggest “wow” example on system composition out of 
existing components and consistency checks. Another example is to improve attractive 
quality: such as validation of non-functional properties. 

 The project must provide a strong communication platform (ML). 

 RobMoSys should support the emergence of lead modeller(s) 

To improve RobMoSys sustainability, Markus recommends to: 

 Prioritize the creation of a RobMoSys community 

 Become self-sustaining via paying members, with advisory board roles, prominent model 

http://models.robmosys.eu/
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placement, and privileged access to testing and simulation infrastructure. 

 Reinforce a branding programme for “RobMoSys compliance”. 

 Ensure long-term participation of technical evangelists. 

In addition, Markus provided the following recommendations: 

 Aim for the industrial users 

 Plug-fest to test composability and interoperability (and to bring the growing community 
together) 

 Involve people from functional programming 

 Visible roadmap for beyond the end-of the project 

 Actively address risk of perceived and real lock-in. 

 

3 Synthesis on Recommendations by Experts and Actions Taken 

During the second Tier-1 Experts Workshop, the RobMoSys Consortium received very helpful 
feedback, which was used as key factors to build: 

- The Second Open Call (Work Package WP5) 
- The Sustainability Strategy (Work Packages WP6 and WP7) 
- The Industrial Take up Strategy  (Work Package WP7) 

Table 1 shows the main expert recommendations and actions taken by the RobMoSys Consortium. 
Please note that many of the actions are the outcome of this workshop but also of other discussion 
meetings inside the RobMoSys consortium. 

 

Table 1: Recommendations by Tier-1 Experts and Actions Taken 

Recommendations Actions 

Early Adoption 

RobMoSys must focus on early 
adoption. The goal is to validate 
and attract industrial companies. 
This must be accompanied by a 
strategy to lower the entry barrier. 
The consortium must focused on 
engaging the community by 
providing a suitable environment 
for collaboration between new 
adopters and RobMoSys experts. 

Second Open Call 

 The consortium decided to create a specific Instrument 
for RobMoSys Fast Adoption (Instrument #1). With this 
instrument, RobMoSys wants to boost fast adoption of 
the RobMoSys approach in industry. 

 We developed a description of the RobMoSys Adoption 
Path, which was published as an Annex of the Guide for 
Applicants.  

 We stressed that we look for proposals joining us to 
demonstrate with real industrial cases their own industrial 
success story. 

Industry Standards 

RobMoSys must be strongly 
connected to current (de facto and 
de jury) industry standards. This 
includes ROS 2, OPC UA, robotics 
modularity (e.g., ISO CD 22166-1). 
The ability to link with this 
standards (via APIs, bridges, 
common technology) will improve 

Second Open Call 

 As part of Instrument #2 (Ecosystem Challenges), we 
called for projects answering to challenges in the areas of 
ROS 2 (Topic 1) and OPC UA (Topic 6). These includes the 
different recommendations by Tier-1 Experts 

 We stressed the need to provide guidance for standards 
compliance inside the tools to be developed in this second 
round of projects (e.g. safety standards). 

 The RobMoSys Digital Data Sheet concept (reinforced in 
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RobMoSys take up opportunities. 

 

the second open call) is part of the efforts to standardise 
component/module interoperability and transparency. 

Modularity and Compositionality 

Modularity and compositionality in 
robotics design bring a number of 
benefits for reuse, interoperability, 
reduced integration costs and 
complexity management. 
However, many issues have to be 
solved regarding real-time 
response, QoS, and 
harmonization/standardization of 
APIs. RobMoSys has a strong basis 
to support composable robotics 
development and must foster the 
consolidation of an ecosystem of 
tools facilitating ease integration 
from reusable components. 

Second Open Call 

 The second open call includes 3 relevant topics on 
composition: Topic 2 (Functional composition inside 
components); Topic 4 (System level predictability of 
properties, Navigation) and Topic 5 (System level 
predictability of properties, Manipulation). 

Take Up 

 One way to foster the compositional approach in industry 
is the Digital Data Sheet approach. We aim at creating a 
strategy to make an active use of the data sheet approach 
in real applications. 

Sustainability 

 A repository of Software Components and Models has 
been created, as a starting point to facilitate the reuse of 
RobMoSys-conformant artefacts. This will grow during 
the project life and beyond. 

System Safety Aspects 

All the Tier-1 experts concurred on 
the idea of focusing on safety and 
certification aspects. Safety is a 
system property and it’s crucial for 
enabling robots to work in open 
spaces, interact with humans and 
to ensure industrial deployment. 

 

Second Open Call 

 As part of Instrument #2 (Ecosystem Challenges), we 
called for projects answering to challenges in the area of 
System Safety (Topic 3). 

 Compliance with standards and support to certification 
have been explicitly included in Topic 3. 

 Human-robot collaboration is one of the Pilots made 
available in the second call for supporting safety and 
certification. 

Sustainability 

 We created a link with the COVR H2020 project (focused 
on safety for collaborative robotics). We jointly organized 
a workshop in France (January 10, 2019) to discuss cross-
project topics on safety engineering and assessment. 

Community Building 

Community creation is a key factor 
for RobMoSys sustainability. 
Creating a community, RobMoSys 
must provide good access to 
project assets, with a strong 
communication infrastructure, and 
with a solid governance. 

 

Second Open Call 

 One of the key actions for community building in the 
second call was the creation of a new funding instrument: 
Innovation Expert Intake (Instrument #3). RobMoSys asks 
for experts to push innovation and strengthen the 
RobMoSys community. 

Sustainability 

 The consortium is currently working to define a 
community structure supported by euRobotics 
(conceptual aspects) and Eclipse foundation (technical 
assets). This will include most of Expert 
recommendations, including communication 
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infrastructures, assets repository, and governance, 
collaboration with other initiatives such as ROSin or 
Seronet in Germany. Further information will be provided 
in WP6 and WP7. 

RobMoSys Awareness & 
Education 

One common key 
recommendation is the need to 
make RobMoSys awareness, 
training and demonstration 
material easily available and 
understandable by the community. 

 

Take Up 

 We created the RobMoSys Academy as a key entry point 
to awareness, training and demonstration material. This 
has been started as part of the RobMoSys webpage, but 
will evolve during the project as part of the RobMoSys 
community portal. 

 The RobMoSys Academy is the set of structured resources 
providing guidance and support for RobMoSys 
stakeholders, including methodological guidance, 
tutorials, training, demonstrators and coaching. 

Links to Other Communities 

A number of initiatives have been 
listed to improve networking and 
take up. 

 

Take Up 

 As part of the community creation, we discussed with 
some robotics projects and initiatives: ROSin, Seronet, 
and organizations: euRobotics, Eclipse Foundation, to 
create a solid collaboration framework. 

 We have an intensive technical exchange and 
collaboration with ROSin (CEA got funded a ROSin FTP, 
some ROSin partners applied to the second call). 
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Annex 1: Detailed Tier-1 Expert Recommendations  

Please note that we are copying here the PDF versions of their reports. 

 

3.1 Geoff Pegman, Managing Director, R U Robots Limited 

 

Sustainability we have an idea of how to make it sustainable via Eclipse and 
how to link to other communities like OPC UA... 

Key success factors for achieving sustainability and for achieving take-up? 

In answering this I have to differentiate between achieving take-up in academia and industry. While 
the first can lead to the second, it is not always the case. The reason for the difference is the 
emphasis on (cost of) original development versus ongoing support and maintenance.  Academic 
usage is, typically, about demonstrating a principle and therefore the emphasis is on getting the 
applications up and running with the minimum cost. Usage will typically be limited to a restricted set 
of hardware, few variations and short run times. By contrast most industrial applications will put 
emphasis on the user experience over relatively long timescales, measured in terms of the cost of 
maintenance and support with, typically, applications being run on diverse hardware platforms or 
system configurations. Of course initial development costs are important but the developments are 
expected  

In addition, the system has to be a complete solution, at least for some application areas (at first). It 
may be that the complete solution involves some or substantial non-Robmosys original elements, 
but these have to be brought into the Robmosys scheme in that case. It is far better to have a 
complete solution in a few application areas than a 80%-90% solution in most application areas. 

Finally, for commercial success there needs, obviously, to be a vehicle to take the product / service to 
the market and provide the necessary services, i.e. a company that is committed to the commercial 
success of the approach with strong ties to the whole of the development team. 

 

Do you have positive or negative examples and do you have backed insights why these 
examples are positive / negative? 

In one of my early ventures we spent much time developing one of the first laser mapping systems. 
Initially the work , although plentiful, was difficult to scale as it involved sending teams of people to 
scan environments and then to convert those into CAD drawings involving a lot of operator skill. The 
breakthrough came with the decision to focus on one sector, that of petrochemical plants. This 
environment, mainly consisting of pipes, vessels and valves, albeit with large variety, enabled the 
process to be semi-automated with software tools for the majority of components. Not only did this 
speed up post-processing times but eventually allowed the software to be packaged and sold as a 
stand-alone package, hence achieving scale-up. 

 

What do you think can work / can not work for RobMoSys? 

The potential USP for RobMoSys is modular software incorporating real-time functionality. This is 
ideally suited to robot applications, particularly involving manipulators. This in turn will work best for 
B2B or professional robot situations. It will be of less value to domestic robot situations or, indeed, 
many mobile robot applications, particularly those involving relatively slow moving robots. There 
should also be caution about targeting the more general Cyber-Physical systems or automated 
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driving applications, with the latter already having many disparate software vendors with a vested 
interest in not following a common  

 

What kinds of means do we need to ramp up? 

In order to ramp up activity in the commercial sector using RobMoSys software, there needs firstly 
to be a delivery vehicle, i.e. a company or association which is dedicated to supply and supporting 
the software and ensuring that development continues in line with market requirements. It would 
also be beneficial to have a (large) lead customer or a lead customer group who would actively 
participate in providing feedback to develop the software. You would also need a clear benefits 
statement and clear and realistic licensing terms. 

In order to obtain scale up of the activity you either need a nearly self-supporting software package 
and sales agents in key territories to sell worldwide or you would need to develop a franchise model 
for selling services. 

 

Links to other communities 

How can we achieve a better link to outside communities? E.g. validation / verification, Industry 
4.0, Mixed Criticality, Software Engineering, among others? 

First-off you need to make people aware of the RobMoSys approach / software. This needs a 
multiple approach in terms of straight awareness material (targeted industrial workshops / 
conferences and trade-oriented magazines), links to educational establishments and direct 
approaches to key customers / customer groups.  

A useful approach would be to establish an online resource hosting a User Group Forum, with 
specialised Application Focussed sections dealing with the application in specific industry areas. 

 

What organisations (industrial, academic, RTO-based, etc.) that already offer community-
access to relevant robotics platforms, would be of your strong preference to build synergies 
with around Pilot cases? 

Most of the large RTO’s (DTI, Fraunhofer, High Value Manufacturing Catapult, Tecnalia, etc) would 
provide good access to high technology users in their countries / regions. Persuading them to 
showcase the capabilities of RobMoSys and holding seminars in their premises would be good, 
particularly for accessing those interested in Industry 4.0. However, the establishment of many DIHs 
relevant to Robotics also provides significant opportunities for RobMoSys if alliances can be made. 

 

Which are relevant other outside communities? 

Other outside communities with relevance and influence would include learned societies like IEEE 
and IET, Industrial Associations such as VDMA and robotics or robotics-related associations such as 
euRobotics and EUnited. 

 

Involvement and take up of industry and step change 

How can we reach SMEs? What are their needs? How can we enable / support them to 
participate / to assist to ramp up the ecosystem? 

SMEs are difficult to reach. However, high technology SMEs (the presumed likely customers for 
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RobMoSys) are somewhat easier than the vast majority of SMEs. Raising awareness is through the 
measures described above. 

The primary requirements for a software tool by a typical SME are: 

 Functionailty / component availability 

 Stability 

 Requirments traceability 

 Ease of use 

 Cost effectiveness 
 

Which of the RobMoSys technical user stories are the ones with the biggest wow-effect? 

The user stories presented on the website are technical in nature. While these are important 
underpinnings, real user stories should be presented based around applications that illustrate the 
use of the technical benefits of RobMoSys.  

Nevertheless, the technical features which potentially have the biggest wow factor are: 

 Reduction in development time 

 Shorter time to market 

 Reduced costs (although this will be discounted as everyone CLAIMS this) 

 Certifiable systems 
 

Which of these should we thus have addressed within RobMoSys? 

All of the above plus re-usability 

 

Which of these are most interesting and most relevant for illustrating the step change? 

Guaranteed certifiability 

 

Which aspects of the pilots are most suited to establish a link to industry? 

Human Robot Collaboration is very high in terms of industries awareness and emerging needs, 
particularly in areas that have been resistant to robotics.  So both the Assembly collaboration and 
the assistive Mobile Manipulation would be good for attracting industry interest. 

 

What metrics would you suggest to measure the success of the RobMoSys approach?  

 Speed of development 

 Development effort 

 Reconfiguration time for new product / process 

 Percentage of shared code / modules between different Pilots and perhaps even sub-
systems. 

 

Digital data sheet 

How to describe building blocks with a digital data sheet such that you know what you get and 
how to use it? 

The digital data sheets should contain (short) description of their use, applicability and restrictions. 
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They should also contain a guide to their use and, particularly, configuration. 

It would also be highly desirable to have some application sheets that detailed what building blocks 
went into the application and how they were put together (architecture). 

Finally there should (obviously?) be user guide with extensive tutorials. This may be difficult to write 
in the early stages of the project. 

 

How to generate trust into descriptions, e.g. via testing, simulation, ... 

 Real world testing 

 Working Pilots (in realistic environments) 

 

How to ramp up activities for a digital data sheet? 

The best way I can think of for improving the content of digital data sheets is to have them as a 
specific topic within a user’s forum. 
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3.2 Victor Mayoral, CTO, Acutronics 
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3.3 Gurvinder Singh Virk, Technical Director, InnoTecUK 
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3.4 Eva Coscia, R&I Director, Holonix s.r.l. 
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3.5 Markus Klotzbücher, Freelancer in Robotics. 
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